


NORTHEAST PRECISION, INC is a precision machining service provider
that caters to the challenging needs of electronics, automotive and
industrial equipment industries to name a few.

Founded in 2003, the company was set-up to provide key support to
multinational companies based in Philippines. It has since evolved into
a direct exporter of precision parts to USA and Europe. With
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION as our company’s motto, we focus on
offering high quality services to create real value for our customers



To provide with innovative engineering solutions and quality
services that meet customer's requirement in the most responsive
and cost effective manner.



We aim to be a world class precision engineering company,
servicing the needs of automotive, semiconductor and
telecommunication industries.



 Providing excellent customer service.

 Creating Profitable growth through strong result oriented approach.

 Treating all people with respect.

 Maintaining an efficient and disciplined work attitude among our

employees.

 The synergy of teamwork.



It is the policy of NORTHEAST PRECISION, INC. To continue
improving the effectiveness of the Quality Management
System and to deliver timely, error-free, cost effective
products that meet customer’s requirements.



At Northeast Precision, all orders are produced using modern CNC-
controlled machining processes. All components are produced using a
consistent work flow, with each phase of production carefully monitored
and recorded for quality. This ensures a fast delivery and consistently
high quality standard.

Your efficiency depends on having accurate tools and instruments in
excellent working order. We make every effort to meet your need at the
level of quality you require. We can provide you with the proper tool for
the application you require. We have committed service personnel that
have dedication and experience. We would ensure that every request is
followed up and every effort is made to satisfy the customer.



LOCATION: RBF Building 2 Filinvest Technology Park
Ciudad de Calamba, Calamba City, Laguna
Philippines 4027

TELEPHONE: (+63)49 5456254/5452889

EMAIL: inquiry@northeastprecision.ph






















